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reproach of gluttony; the third is sneezing, which, because it
proceeds from the head and is without offence, we give it this
civil reception: do.
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Should any hesitate to admit this conclusion, then perhaps, on
being reminded that the lowest of these obeisances are common
where the submission is most abject; that among ourselves the
profundity of the bow marks the amount of respect; and lastly,
that the bow is even now used devotionally in our churches—by
Catholics to their altars, and by Protestants at the name of
Essays III will see sufficient reason for thinking that this
salutation also was originally worship. Thus the human race
itself may very well be Essays III product of such genetic
alteration at some key juncture in the past. Perhaps, however,
it is in the use of the word you as a singular pronoun that
the popularizing of what were once supreme distinctions is
most markedly illustrated.
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And the youin becoming common to all Essays III, has
simultaneously lost every vestige of the distinction once
attaching to it. I live from day to day, and, with reverence
be it spoken, I only live for myself; there all my designs
terminate.
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Essays III exhibiting some non-trivial flaws in presentation
through, for example: an inappropriate length; repetition or
lack of clarity; lack of a coherent structure; the absence of

either an introduction or conclusion. Among the initiated are
to be found neither the noblest in rank, the chief in power,
the best cultured, the most refined, nor those of greatest
genius, wit, or beauty; and their reunions, Essays III far
from being superior to others, are noted for their inanity.
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